SMALL STEPS AND GIANT LEAPS

Moving from an Offline to an Online World at The University of Texas at Arlington
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About UTA

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS ARLINGTON

28,218 undergrad enrollment
10,000 students living on or adjacent to campus
300 campus organizations
100 + campus buildings
Replacing offline locks with new, more powerful and secure online locks was the idea and maybe even a dream for the budget-conscious university. What planning needed to happen in order to make this dream a reality?
Timeline
Offline to online lock conversion

Ideas
Campus Card Operation’s vision to move the campus to online locks

Keys
How to fund this project?
Existing Hardware
Older AD-250s and legacy offline locks

Plan
Campus Card Operations started small, and bought locks incrementally as replacements across campus
As of today...
The University of Texas at Arlington now has around 900 online locks on doors.

Future plans
Continue expansion of online locks across campus
Offline Lock
Schlage AD-200/AD-250 or Legacy Schlage CM/CL Series

“Rights On Card”
Requires encoding of the student ID card with access rights on open track of magnetic stripe

“Rights in Lock”
Requires touring of the individual locks with a hand-held device for programming/access changes

Both solutions require touring of the locks to retrieve audit history
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Online Lock
Schlage AD-400 or Schlage NDE Series

Secure, encrypted data transmission

Ideal for non-invasive installations for historic or sensitive areas

Unique communication protocols won’t interfere with other wireless networks
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UTA ID Card

Benefits of Mav Express Card

- Purchasing food items at various dining facilities
- Verifying identification
- Health services
- Maverick Center activities entry
- Campus elections
- Computer labs
- Class attendance
- Access to residence halls and other buildings
Reporting
Access Control
Mobile ID
Webinar Takeaways

- When evaluating solutions, keep in mind the overall management and true cost, and not only the initial investment.
- Online locks offer greater data management and reporting advantages over offline.
- Keep an eye on options for future proofing with reader modularity and multi-tech options.
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